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• Some climate basics and misconceptions
• How are climate projections made?
• How good are climate projections anyway?
• Finding the right information for your needs
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What is weather and what is climate?

Current 
atmospheric 
conditions at 
a particular 
place and 

time – over a 
few hours to 
a few days

Average 
pattern of 

weather for 
a particular 
place over 
decades
(e.g. 30 
years)

Natural 
variation in 
climate that 

occurs 
between 
months, 
seasons
and years

Long-term 
trend in 

climate over 
decades to 
centuries

Climate 
variabilityWeather Climate 

changeClimate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:Weather and climate are related but are not the same.Notes on slide content:“Climate is what you expect, and weather is what you get!” – against a backdrop of climate variability in the shorter term and climate change on a longer timescale.



The 
climate 
system

Source: IPCC Fourth 
Assessment Report 
(Working Group 1)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:The climate system is complex! Notes on slide content:The climate consists of five interconnected components, and the interactions between them:AtmosphereHydrosphere – oceans, lakes, riversCryosphere – ice, snowLithosphere – the landBiosphere – living thingsSource:https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar4/wg1/historical-overview-of-climate-change-science/



Australia-average surface temperature anomalies relative to 1900-50State of the Climate 2020

The past is longer a guide to the future
• We now live in a 

new climate
• Habitats are 

shifting
• Animals are mating 

earlier
• Flowering is 

happening earlier
• Fire season is 

starting earlier and 
lasting longer

• Growing season is 
longer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example, Parmesan & Yohe (2003) looked at changes in a whole range of systems, including more than 1,700 species. What they found is … the distribution of plants and animals are shifting towards the poles around 6 kilometres per decade. Spring events are advancing just over 2 days per decade. Animals are also mating earlier
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Modelling 
the climate 
system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:Our understanding of the world around us can be represented by numerically, and translated into mathematical equationsNotes on slide content:The first slide is how your audience may see the world; the second slide is how modellers see the world.



Image: NOAA

Global climate models

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:Global climate models split the world into a multi-level, 3D grid.Notes on slide content:Each grid cell is about 200 by 200 kilometres wide. There are typically 40 levels up into the atmosphere and 50 levels down into the ocean.Each grid cell contains values describing basic things which don’t change like topography, whether it’s land or water, etc.Each grid cell also contains things which do change over time (variables) such as temperature and rainfall, pressure and windspeed. All these variables plug into the many interrelated equations which are calculated simultaneously over all cells for one time step at a time. Calculations spit out new values for each variable at each time step and these values are recorded before the calculations are repeated for the next time step. Usually 15 to 30 minute time-steps. Remember each cell contains just one value for each variable just like a pixel in an image. The model output is a 3D ‘picture’ of all the different climate variables (one value per cell) for every time step – this is a timeseries.So even though they are running on computers the size of warehouses, they take some time to process all of this data.Source:https://www.climate.gov/maps-data/primer/climate-models 



Future scenarios: 
emissions and concentrations 

Each emissions scenario has an associated  
greenhouse gas “concentration pathway”. 
(RCP: Representative Concentration Pathway)

International scientific community 
defined a set of plausible future 
emissions scenarios.  

May 2021 CO2 = 416ppm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because we can’t know what the concentrations of greenhouse gases WILL be in future, we have to use scenarios…The international scientific community has defined a set of plausible future emissions scenarios.  Scenarios related to social, technical, institutional developments which control amount of greenhouse emissions. We don’t know what the future holds socially, economically, politically, technologically, so the scientific community has developed plausible scenarios that describe different possible futures..Plot 1 on the left: global EMISSIONS of Carbon Dioxide over the 21st century. E.g. On the bottom (green) is a scenario showing emissions peak in the 2020’s and then fall quite rapidly (this scenario represents aggressive mitigation)E.g. on the top (blue) is a scenario with emissions continuing through the century unmitigated.Emissions is what is emitted into the atmosphere, but relevant for climate is the actual concentration of greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere (determined by many processes). Plot 2 on the right:  The atmospheric concentration of CO2 (in parts per million) related to each of the emission scenarios on the left. For example: At the bottom in green – for the scenario where emissions peak soon and rapidly decline, the concentration of CO2 decreases much more slowlyBonus:RCP values represent the amount of radiative forcing (Watts m-2) at the end of the century (Radiative forcing is a measure of the energy absorbed and retained in the lower atmosphere)



Future scenarios: 
emissions and concentrations 

Each emissions scenario has an associated  
greenhouse gas “concentration pathway”. 
(RCP: Representative Concentration Pathway)

International scientific community 
defined a set of plausible future 
emissions scenarios.  

May 2021 CO2 = 416ppm

…but which is the right one to use?...

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which is the right one to use?There’s no way of knowing, so it’s best to use at least two, preferably upper and lower ends of the range.However, not all RCPs have as many models and climate variables available.



How likely is each pathway given current policy?

*Analysis of International 
Energy Agency report by Zeke 

Hausfather, Carbon Brief

Considerations

• Decision lifetime
• Impossible to know 

with certainty
• Keeping options 

open



Historical weather data vs 
projections data

Annual days greater than 40°C

1981-2010 2040-2059

2.2
(BoM)

Medium Emissions
4.8 to 7.8

High Emissions
6.4 to 10.9

Annual ‘nights’ less than 2°C

1981-2010 2040-2059

81.1
(BoM)

Medium Emissions
34.3 to 48.5

High Emissions
32.5 to 41.7

Months/yr† much below average 
rainfall (decile 1)

1981-2010 2040-2059

1.1

Medium Emissions
1.1 to 1.4

High Emissions
1.1 to 1.9

These numbers all represent long-term averages

2036-2065 RCP8.5

Rutherglen*: Hot & Cold Days / Dry years
2050s Medium & High Emissions

*-36.10, 146.51 †May-Apr

• Historical: one number
• Future: a range – ALWAYS

• Historical: absolute (?)

• Future: NOT a forecast



That pesky range!

Model 
output
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How good are climate models & projections?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:Model output can be visualised to look like a satellite image.Notes on slide content:This animation looks like it comes from a satellite but is climate model output, at 5-km resolution, based on cloud, sea ice, snow and soil moisture infoSource:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YlT6mJzNqEQ



How good are climate projections?
• It’s almost 30 years since CSIRO released the 1992 projections

Grose MR, Risbey JS, Whetton PH. 2016. 
Tracking regional temperature projections from 
the early 1990s in light of variations in regional 
warming, including ‘warming holes’. Climatic 
Change, doi:10.1007/s10584-016-1840-9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CSIRO has been publishing climate projections for over 30 yearsThis provides an opportunity to assess how well the projections aligned with the subsequent climate changesIn this slide, The orange triangle shows the range of future temperatures out to 2020, based on the change in temperature projected by the 1992 projectionsThe trend line (red dashed straight line) shows the linear trend in the observed annual temperatures since 1990.The trend falls well within the range of the projectionsSome individual years fall outside the range, but that’s to be expected.When we do the same analysis for rainfall, the projections have tended to underestimate the amount of drying.

http://rdcu.be/lIzX
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The information 
you need 
depends on 
why you need it

I need information about climate change, in general, to 
increase my own understanding and/or to raise awareness 

of climate change and/or to provide context for more 
specific information.

I need information about what the future holds for a 
particular area so I can provide information to stakeholders 

and/or include it in strategic planning and/or raise 
awareness of climate change.

I need data and/or detailed technical information for 
modelling and/or detailed impact, vulnerability and/or risk 

assessments.

Fit for purpose?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:Different purposes require different kinds of information – highly technical, detailed information is not always necessary!



Robust projections for use
Multiple 
climate 
model 

datasets

Evaluate each model 
for the region (know 

their strengths & 
weaknesses)
Unacceptable skill Ac

ce
pt

ab
le

 sk
ill

Describe the 
total range of 

futures

ID which ‘futures’ 
have meaning for 

the issue/question

Check the 
data for each 
‘key’ future

Do data meet 
the need?

Can projections 
adequately provide 

those metrics?

Re
-e

xa
m

in
e

Yes

No

Self-service

Re-examine

No

Yes

Do you need 
more help?

YesCool! No
Co-design solutions

Get the 
data

Co-designIn the lab!

ID the important 
climate metrics for 
the issue/question

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes, I’ve discovered PowerPoint icons!



Without co-design…
Multiple 
climate 
model 

datasets

Evaluate each model 
for the region (know 

their strengths & 
weaknesses)
Unacceptable skill Ac

ce
pt

ab
le

 sk
ill

Describe the 
total range of 

futures

Do data meet 
the need?

Self-service

No

Yes

Do you need 
more help?

YesCool! No

Get the 
data

Co-designIn the lab!

ID the important 
climate metrics for 
the issue/question

?

?

?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Without the co-designed collaborative effort, your project may struggle or the outcomes may be sub-optimal



Getting the information - General

https://www.csiro.au/en/research/environmental-
impacts/climate-change/State-of-the-Climate

• Scientifically robust statements and figures
• Easy to understand
• Multiple formats

https://www.climatechange.vic.gov.au/victorias-
changing-climate



Temperature change

Range from GCMs

Hotter 
caseRange of change from 

VCP19 hi-res models

More detail in 
downloadable spreadsheets

Compared to 1986-2005)

Cooler 
case

Hotter 
case

https://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/projects/victorian-climate-projections-2019/vcp19-publications/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regionally averaged projected ranges (compared to 1986-2005) for the Ovens Murray Region under:Medium emissions (RCP4.5)High emissions (RCP8.5)Temperature changes simulated by the six CCAM runs for each emissions scenarioFor Ovens Murray, the high-resolution simulations give a plausible hotter case than the GCMsHowever, the GCMs give a plausible cooler case under medium emissions than the VCP19 runsNote that the range from the six simulations is quite sensitive to the small number of runs in the ensemble – most notable in the RCP4.5 2070 results



Rainfall changes

Range from all 
sources (e.g. 
VicCI, GCMs)

Range of change from 
VCP19 hi-res models

Compared to 1986-2005)

Slightly 
drier case

More detail in 
downloadable spreadsheets

https://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/projects/victorian-climate-projections-2019/vcp19-publications/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rainfall ranges (compared to 1986-2005) simulated by the six CCAM runs for the Ovens Murray region under:Medium emissions (RCP4.5)High emissions (RCP8.5)For Ovens Murray, the high-resolution simulations give a plausible drier case than the combination of all other available data.Overall, there is large agreement on rainfall reductions.



Hot & Cold Days
2050s Medium & High Emissions

26



VCP19 on CCiA

https://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/en/projects/victorian-climate-projections-2019/

• Guidance for users
• Access detailed datasets



Climate Services for Agriculture - prototype

https://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/drought/future-drought-fund/climate-services



Climate Services for Agriculture - prototype

https://www.agriculture.gov.au/ag-farm-food/drought/future-drought-fund/climate-services



Victoria’s Future Climate Tool

https://vicfutureclimatetool.indraweb.io/project

• Interactive
• Suits technical users
• Data & map downloads

Temperature extremes



Victoria’s Future Climate Tool

https://vicfutureclimatetool.indraweb.io/project

• Enhanced drying on NW 
slopes of high country

Rainfall change



Co-design for better outcomes (e.g.’s)

DELWP VCP19 User 
Support Project

NESP Earth Systems & 
Climate Change Hub

…and it takes time to do it well.

En
ga

ge
, 

co
lla

bo
ra

te
 a

nd
 

co
m

m
un

ic
at

e

Energy Sector

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:Co-design with a tame climate scientist ‘in the room’ makes a huge difference



• Climate models do a good job of projecting plausible future climates
• Climate projections are not forecasts
• A range of future climates are possible and this will always be so
• Find the right type of information to suit your needs
• It can be really complicated – please seek help if you need it

Summary



Australia’s National Science Agency

Oceans & Atmosphere
Climate Science Centre
John Clarke
Team Leader Regional Projections
+61 3 9239 4620
John.clarke@csiro.au
https://people.csiro.au/C/J/John-Clarke
https://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au

Thank you

mailto:John.clarke@csiro.au
https://people.csiro.au/C/J/John-Clarke
https://www.climatechangeinaustralia.gov.au/
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